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**Program 23 May 2019**

13.00 – 16.00

**ROOM 3**
**PRE-CONGRESS COURSE 1**
Emotional development and emotional needs: recent models, instruments and support  
Tanja Sappok, Leen De Neve, Filip Morisse, Brian Barrett

**ROOM 9**
**PRE-CONGRESS COURSE 2**
Trauma in people with intellectual disability — assessment strategies, issues and barriers, ways to resolve and overcome  
Brigitte Lueger-Schuster

**ROOM 10**
**PRE-CONGRESS COURSE 3**
Borderline intellectual functioning and mental health  
Jannelien Wieland

**ROOM 8**
**PRE-CONGRESS COURSE 4**
Sexuality, disability and mental health  
Jolanda Vonk & Sandra Zaal

**ROOM 4**
**PRE-CONGRESS COURSE 5**
Insight in the context of residential care for people with intellectual disability and challenging behaviour and mental health  
Vanessa Olivier Pijpers, Janita van der Vinne, Romaine Roest, Andrea Zwaanswijk
5º CEAC & 12TH CEAMHID

16.30 – 17.30

AUDITORIUM
SERVICES AND PROGRAMMES FOR PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES AND BEHAVIOURAL PROBLEMS
Richard Hastings

17.30 – 18.30

AUDITORIUM
RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES AND BEHAVIOURAL PROBLEMS
Brenda Frederiks

18.30 – 19.30

AUDITORIUM
OPENING CEREMONY EAMHID
8.30 – 9.15

AUDITORIUM

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Working together towards high quality science: Co-production with individuals with intellectual disabilities and families
Prof. Richard Hastings

9.15 – 10.00

AUDITORIUM

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Foundations working together to support the mental health and wellbeing of people with ID and their families in their communities
Dr. Pere Bonet & Alba Cortina

10.00 – 10.30

COFFEE BREAK

10.30 – 11.15

AUDITORIUM

INVITED SPEAKER
The developmental concept of mental functioning: Developmental neuroscience and its impact on appropriate treatment and care for persons with ID
Tanja Sappok
ROOM 5  PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT AND THERAPIES
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1197 Tailoring treatment for youth with MID: jointly and joyfully working with families and their communities, the Banjaard approach
Corine Van Vliet - Netherlands

ROOM 6  INVITED SPEAKER
Human Rights in Institutions
Melita Murko

11.15 – 12.45

ENTRANCE HALL  ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
O.C - FAMILIES

What should be done to support families?
Viv Cooper / Mary Busk

AUDITORIUM  INCLUSION SOCIETY AND COMMUNITY
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1196 Ampel: a unique mobile project about the right to mental health for persons with intellectual disabilities in the Flemish part of Belgium. Mobilising energy to rediscover the person behind the label/diagnosis
Trees Vangansbeke - Belgium

ROOM 3  INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
AUTISM

1159 Subgrouping the clinical heterogeneity of autism spectrum disorders in adults with intellectual developmental disorder
Maria Jose Cortés - Spain
Psychometric properties of the Spanish adaptation of the EVTEA-DI scale in adults with intellectual developmental disorder: a new screening tool
Maria Jose Cortés - Spain

Operant functions of self-injurious behaviors in adults with autism and intellectual disability
Natalie Werner - Germany

Intellectual Disability and Autism Spectrum Disorder misdiagnosis in an Italian psychiatric residential facility: re-assessment for a Quality of Life driven model of care
Jacopo Santambrogio - Italy

The H-OPP© as a standard for professional reasoning from ICF perspective in working with people with double diagnosis (in the Interreg V-A EMR MOBI-project)
Erwin Vanroye - Belgium

Psychiatric co-morbidity in adults with intellectual disability: comparison of rates according to the co-occurrence of autistic spectrum traits
Giulia Vannucchi - Italy

Behavioural equivalents of mania in intellectually disabled adults
Giulia Vannucchi - Italy

The diagnostic boundary between Intellectual Disability and Autism Spectrum Disorder
Michele Rossi - Italy
ROOM 6  INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT

1162  Autism or psychosis or Both? The use of behavioural equivalents
Trine Lise Bakken - Norway

1187  Autism, intellectual disabilities and additional psychosis, and association with groups that spread violent ideologies
Ann Magritt Inderberg - Norway

1232  Predicting the capacity to self-report symptoms and cognitions amongst adults with low ability
Stephen Edwards - Australia

ROOM 8  MODELS OF CARE AND SUPPORT
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1169  Challenging behaviour - it's a puzzle: The separate presentations on Somatic conditions, Organisational environment and Outsiders perspective
Vanessa Olivier-Pijpers - Netherlands

ROOM 9  LEGAL ISSUES
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1271  From risk assessment to risk management: managing risks in a medium secure forensic unit based on the principles of the Good Lives Model
Tinne Van Turnhout - Belgium

ROOM 10  MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT / TREATMENT
CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIUM

1266  The development of diagnostic tools aimed at examining the needs of persons with an intellectual disability
Paula Sterkenburg - Netherlands
12.45 – 14.00

**LUNCH**

13.15 – 14.00

**AUDITORIUM**

**GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF EAMHID**

14.00 – 14.45

**ENTRANCE HALL**

**POSTER SESSION**

**AUDITORIUM**

**KEYNOTE ADDRESS**

Depression and Intellectual Disability

*Prof. Andrew Jahoda*

14.45 – 16.15

**ENTRANCE HALL**

**POSTER SESSION**

**ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION**

PHYSICAL HEALTH AND HEALTH INEQUALITIES

1193 Pain in persons with severe intellectual and motor disability

*Helen Korving*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1220</td>
<td>Auditorium</td>
<td>Co-production and the role of supporting organisations to improve the quality of life of people with intellectual disability</td>
<td>Federico Camporesi - Belgium (ARFIE)</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1241</td>
<td>Room 2</td>
<td>Professional involvement and bibliometric analysis for identifying research priorities in long-term care for people with disabilities</td>
<td>Marjolein Herps - Netherlands</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1248</td>
<td>Room 2</td>
<td>The development of the serious game ‘You &amp; I’ to improve mentalisation in adults with mild to borderline intellectual disabilities</td>
<td>Suzanne Derks - Netherlands</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1257</td>
<td>Room 3</td>
<td>Holding it together</td>
<td>Stijn De Witte - Belgium</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1209</td>
<td>Room 4</td>
<td>Improving healthcare for children with developmental disabilities - free online course</td>
<td>Nathaniel Scherer - UK</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1202</td>
<td>Room 4</td>
<td>ADHD: The Importance of Diagnosis and Treatment in Adults with Intellectual Disability</td>
<td>Ken Courtenay - UK</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROOM 5

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
BEHAVIOUR DISORDERS /
MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT - TREATMENT

1149 Risk factors and topographies for self-injurious behaviour in a sample of adults with intellectual developmental disorders
Annabel Folch Mas - Spain

1263 Observed around the clock - A new concept targeting people with intellectual disabilities and behavioural problems in a situation of crisis under investigation
Christian Happ - Luxembourg

1287 Less is more - Towards less coercive measures and more care for the people with an intellectual disability and challenging behaviour
Ilse Desmet - Belgium

1178 The association between challenging behavior and symptoms of trauma sequelae in people with intellectual disabilities
Doris Rittmannsberger - Austria

ROOM 6

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT

1230 Post-traumatic stress disorder, symptoms and assessment in people with intellectual disabilities
Mercedes Hernandez - Spain

1265 Compassion Focused Therapy (CFT) for persons with a visual impairment and a moderate or mild intellectual disability: Pilot study
Paula Sterkenburg - Netherlands

1146 Bright light therapy for adults with intellectual disabilities and depressive symptoms
Pauline Hamers - Netherlands
1268 Optimising psychotropic drug use for people with intellectual disability using structured online medication review
Rory Sheehan - UK

ROOM 7
INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
LEGAL / FORENSIC ISSUES
1185 Prisoners with Intellectual Disabilities
Erik Søndenaa - Norway
1236 Offenders with intellectual disabilities in the UK
Magistrates’ Courts: A series of cases
Salma Ali - UK
1286 The intellectually disabled patient with a history behind bars
Ilse Desmet - Belgium

ROOM 8
DEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM
1289 Practice based evidence - the richness of case studies
Filip Morisse - Belgium

ROOM 9
VULNERABILITY AND SAFEGUARDING
CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIUM
1172 Psychological First Aid for people with intellectual disabilities after sexual abuse
Aafke Scharloo - Netherlands

ROOM 10
AUTISM
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM
1242 Supporting mental health in persons with ID and ASD
Tanja Sappok - Germany
16.15 – 16.30

ENTRANCE HALL  POSTER SESSION

COFFEE BREAK

16.30 – 18.00

AUDITORIUM  SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM
Mental Health Assessment / Treatment

1211* Psychiatric disorders and challenging behaviour in people with intellectual disabilities. Family impact and legal implications
Carlos Peña Salazar - Spain
* includes 1175, 1176, 1183, 1179

ROOM 2  INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
Models of Care and Support

1223 The efficacy of m-learning ‘HiSense App-ID’ for caregivers of persons with mild to moderate intellectual disabilities
Evelien Van Wingerden - Netherlands

1161 Mental health in Intellectual Disabilities: Services in Norway
Trine Lise Bakken - Norway

1240 Stigma research in the field of intellectual disability: A systematic scoping review on the perspective of support staff
Hannah Pelleboer - Netherlands

1235 DI-EM Day Care Centre: Behaviour and Mental Health Problems in People with Intellectual Disability. Intervention
Ana Dolado Contreras - Spain
ROOM 3

**PHYSICAL HEALTH / HEALTH INEQUALITIES**
CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIUM

1198

My GP and Me: Stopping Over Medication of People with a Learning Disability and/or autism
Alicia Wood - UK

ROOM 4

**AUTISM**
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1164

The AUP multi-centre study; a clinical study on Autism, Intellectual Disability and Psychiatric Disorders; Outcome, diagnostic challenges and environmental factors
Sissel Berge Helverschou - Norway

ROOM 5

**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS**
QUALITY OF LIFE

1165

Quality of life in Young PWID courting an inclusive social labor-training program
Paulina Varas - Chile

1204

Quality of Life and mental health in deaf people with intellectual disabilities
Johannes Fellinger - Austria

1270

Redefining indicators in Quality of Life Assessment
Annamaria Bianco - Italy

1166

Approaching Sexuality in people with intellectual disability - a holistic proposal
Paulina Varas - Chile

ROOM 6

**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS**
INCLUSION, SOCIETY AND COMMUNITY / EMPOWERMENT AND INDEPENDENCE

1156

Strengthening social relations of adults with a disability living in the community: A systematic review of interventions
Evy Meys - Belgium
A transnational study of public attitudes towards people with intellectual disability
Roy McConkey - UK

Digitalisation, complexity and inclusion
Isolde Woittiez - Netherlands

Self determination: a daily challenge for the individual care provider
Katrijn Van Loock - Belgium

ROOM 7
INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT AND THERAPIES

Reliability of the awareness-body-chart test in people with bipolar disorder
Ursula Danner - Germany

How do we consider trauma in the lives of people with ID, autism or both?
Noelle Blackman - UK

Adapting a regular Mindfulness intervention for persons with a moderate or mild intellectual disability
Dieuwke Kluvers - Netherlands

Modifications in recovery-focused therapy for patients with severely mentally illness and intellectual disability
Ingeborg Berger - Netherlands

ROOM 8
MODELS OF CARE AND SUPPORT
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

Providing adequate services and care for persons with ID and challenging behaviours
Tanja Sappok - Germany
ROOM 9  
**QUALITY OF LIFE**
CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIUM

1224  
Addressing social determinants of mental and physical health  
*Ruwani Trabelsi - UK*

ROOM 10  
**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS**
PHYSICAL HEALTH / HEALTH INEQUALITIES

1148  
Health indicators in intellectual developmental disorders: The key findings of the POMONA-ESP project  
*Annabel Folch Mas - Spain*

1229  
Inclusive development of health trainings - Experiences from a participatory research project  
*Theresa Allweiss - Germany*

1195  
Mood, anxiety, and perceived quality of life in adults with epilepsy and intellectual disability  
*Jans Van Ool - Netherlands*

18.00 – 18.45

**AUDITORIUM**  
**KEYNOTE ADDRESS**
Challenging behaviour - a low arousal approach  
*Dr. Bo Hejlskov*
Program 25 May 2019

8.30 – 9.15

AUDITORIUM

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Families and trauma
Jeanne Farr

9.15 – 10.00

AUDITORIUM

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder in the family
Prof. J. Antoni Ramos-Quiroga

10.00 – 10.30

COFFEE BREAK

10.30 – 11.15

ENTRANCE HALL

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
Does the concept of emotional development contribute to mental health in intellectual disability?
Filip Morisse & Tanja Sappok

AUDITORIUM

INVITED SPEAKER
Professionals and Families working together
Mary Busk
ROOM 5

INVITED SPEAKER
Quality of Life - the family and community
Marco Bertelli

11.15 – 12.45

ENTRANCE HALL

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS

AUDITORIUM

MODELS OF CARE AND SUPPORT
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1245
Staff training programs to foster mental health and to reduce psychotropic medication in persons with IDD
Tanja Sappok - Germany

ROOM 3

QUALITY OF LIFE
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1231
Using Positive Behaviour Support and Active Support to promote quality of life and wellbeing and reduce the use of restrictive practices - Challenges and potential solutions
Sarah Leitch - UK

ROOM 4

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
AGEING

1168
Support strategies that can enhance the quality of life of elderly people with dementia and intellectual disability
Hadewych Schepens - Belgium

1234
Memory impairment screen for Spanish speaking adults with intellectual disabilities (MIS-ID)
Emili Rodriguez - Spain
ROOM 5  INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS  FAMILIES / CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

1228 Preventing and coping with aggressive incidents in adults with ID and challenging behaviour and their multi-systemic carer network. Results of a qualitative long-term study
Meike Wehmeyer - Germany

1276 Evaluation and increase of happiness indicators in people with profound intellectual and multiple disabilities
Daniela Scuticchio - Italy

1273 Limitation in a world without limits: The interplay between cognitive, institutional and social limits and the disabling impact on the lives of young people with intellectual disabilities
Rosie Creer - UK

ROOM 6  INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS  MODELS OF CARE AND SUPPORT

1256 ‘The wire’ (‘De draad’): A metaphor for working on emotional development with parents and caregivers
Gerrit Vignero - Belgium

1222 Discovery Awareness: Learning to look with a generous eye
Kevin Baker - UK

1219 Changes in emotional reactions and attributions about challenging behaviour following Discovery Awareness meetings using the Heijkoop Method
Kevin Baker - UK

ROOM 8  AGEING  SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1239 Assessment of dementia and care for affected persons with ID
Tanja Sappok - Germany (Germain Weber to Chair)
MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT
SOLICITED SYMPOSIUM

1171 Psychotropic drug prescription in people with intellectual disability (ID): it is not just a matter for doctors
Josien Jonker - Netherlands

12.45 – 14.00

AUDITORIUM

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE - A TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Roger Banks and Jeanne Farr

CLOSING ADDRESS, AWARDS AND LOOKING FORWARD TO BERLIN 2021
Ali, Salma UK
1236
**OFFENDERS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES IN THE UK MAGISTRATE’S COURTS: A SERIES OF CASES**

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Legal issues
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 7

Ali, Salma (1); McCarthy, Jane (2); Chaplin, Eddie (1); Marshall-Tate, Karina (1); Hardy, Sally (1); Childs, Jessica (4); Forrester, Andrew (3)
(1) London South Bank University, (2) University of Auckland, (3) South London & Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, (4) Together Working for Mental Wellbeing

Allweiss, Theresa Germany
1229
**INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF HEALTH TRAININGS & EXPERIENCES FROM A PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH PROJECT**

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Physical health / health inequalities
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 10

Schwersensky, Nikola (1); Allweiss, Theresa (1); Perowanowitsch, Merlin (1); Burtscher, Reinhard (1)
(1) Catholic University of Applied Sciences Berlin, Institute for Social Health

Baker, Kevin UK
1222
**DISCOVERY AWARENESS: LEARNING TO LOOK WITH A GENEROUS EYE**

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 6
Baker, Kevin (1); Heijkoop, Jacques (2)
(1) KB Psychology, Independent Psychologist, UK, (2) Heijkoop Academy, Independent Psychologist, The Netherlands

Baker, Kevin UK
1219
CHANGES IN EMOTIONAL REACTIONS AND ATTRIBUTIONS ABOUT CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR FOLLOWING DISCOVERY AWARENESS MEETINGS USING THE HEIJKOOP METHOD

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 6

Baker, Kevin (1); Krumpek, Ildiko (2); Heijkoop, Jacques (3)
(1) KB Psychology, Independent Psychologist, UK, (2) Nottingham Trent University, UK, (3) Heijkoop Academy, Independent Psychologist, Netherlands

Bakken, Trine Lise Norway
1161
MENTAL HEALTH IN INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES: SERVICES IN NORWAY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 2

Bakken, Trine Lise (1)
(1) Oslo University Hospital

Bakken, Trine Lise Norway
1162
AUTISM OR PSYCHOSIS OR BOTH? THE USE OF BEHAVIOURAL EQUIVALENTS

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 6

Bakken, Trine Lise (1)
(1) Oslo University Hospital
¿CÓMO CUIDAMOS LA SALUD MENTAL DE NUESTROS NIÑOS Y JÓVENES? ANÁLISIS DE LA REALIDAD EN UN CENTRO DE EDUCACIÓN ESPECIAL: INTERVENCIÓN CON ALUMNOS Y FAMILIAS

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Children and young people
24-05-2019 14:00–16:30 Level 0

Bel, Cristina (1); García, Aranzazú (1); Macías, Dolores (1)
(1) CEE ESTUDIO-3 AFANIAS

MODIFICATIONS IN RECOVERY-FOCUSED THERAPY FOR PATIENTS WITH SEVERELY MENTALLY ILLNESS AND INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 7

Berger, Ingeborg (1)
(1) Antes Parnassia Groep, The Netherlands

RE-DEFINING INDICATORS IN QUALITY OF LIFE ASSESSMENT

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Quality of life
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 5

Bianco, Annamaria (1); Bertelli, Marco O. (1)
(1) CREA (Research and Clinical Center), Fondazione San Sebastiano, Florence, Italy

HOW DO WE CONSIDER TRAUMA IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE WITH ID, AUTISM OR BOTH?

Blackman, Noelle UK
1250
**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA**
Psychological assessment and therapies
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 7

**Blackman, Noelle (1)**
(1) Respond

**Camporesi, Federico Belgium**
1220
**CO-PRODUCTION AND THE ROLE OF SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY**

CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIA
Inclusion, society and community
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Auditorium

**Camporesi, Federico (1)**
(1) ARFIE - Association for Research and Training on Integration in Europe

**Cortés, Maria Jose Spain**
1159
**SUBGROUPING THE CLINICAL HETEROGENEITY OF AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS IN ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDER**

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Autism
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 3

**Cortés, Maria Jose (1); Folch, Annabel (1); Orejuela, Carmen (1); Castellví, Gemma (1); Irazabal, Marcia (2); Muñoz, Silvia (3); Vilella, Elisabet (4); Salvador-Carulla, Luis (5); Martinez-Leal, Rafael (1)**
(1) Intellectual Disability and Developmental Disorders Research Unit (UNIVIDD), Fundació Villablanca, IISPV, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Reus, Catalonia, Spain. CIBERSAM, (2) Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu, Sant Boi de Llobregat, Spain, (3) Plena Inclusión, Madrid, España, (4) Hospital Universitari Institut Pere Mata, IISPV, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Reus, Catalonia, Spain. CIBERSAM, (5) Centre for Disability Research and Policy, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Sydney, Australia
PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE SPANISH ADAPTATION OF THE EVTEA-DI SCALE IN ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDER: A NEW SCREENING TOOL

Cortés, Maria Jose (1); Orejuela, Carmen (1); Castellví, Gemma (1); Folch, Annabel (1); Salvador-Carulla, Luis (2); Irazabal, Marcia (3); Muñoz, Silvia (4); De Haro, Josep Maria (3); Vilella, Elisabet (5); Martinez-Leal, Rafael (1)

(1) Intellectual Disability and Developmental Disorders Research Unit (UNIVIDD) - Fundació Villablanca, IISPV, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Reus, Catalonia, Spain. CIBERSAM, (2) Centre for Disability Research and Policy, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Sydney, Australia., (3) Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu, Sant Boi de Llobregat, Catalonia, Spain., (4) Plena Inclusión España, Madrid, Spain, (5) Hospital Universitari Institut Pere Mata, IISPV, Universitat Rovira i Virgili. Reus, Catalonia, Spain

ADHD: THE IMPORTANCE OF DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT IN ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

Perera, Bhathika (1); Courtenay, Ken (1)

(1) Barnet Enfield and Haringey Mental Health NHS Trust

LIMITATIONS IN A WORLD WITHOUT LIMITS

Creer, Rosie UK

LIMITATIONS IN A WORLD WITHOUT LIMITS

(1) Barnet Enfield and Haringey Mental Health NHS Trust
Creer, Rosie (1)
(1) Respond

Danner, Ursula Germany
1167
RELIABILITY OF THE AWARENESS-BODY-CHART TEST IN PEOPLE WITH BIPOLAR DISORDER

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Psychological assessment and therapies
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 7

Danner, Ursula (1); Avian, Alexander (2); Macheiner, Tanja (2); Kapfhammer, Hans-Peter (2); Probst, Michel (3); Reininghaus, Eva (2)
(1) SRH University Heidelberg, (2) Medical University Graz, (3) KU Leuven

De Witte, Stijn Belgium
1257
HOLDING IT TOGETHER

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Children and young people
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 3

Stijn, De Witte (1); Bert, De Lange (1); Els, Asselman (1)
(1) mpc sint-franciscus

Derks, Suzanne Netherlands
1248
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SERIOUS GAME “YOU & I” TO IMPROVE MENTALIZATION IN ADULTS WITH MILD TO BORDERLINE INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES.

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Research and epidemiology
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 2

Derks, Suzanne (1); Sterkenburg, Paula (1); Wouda, Mirjam (1)
(1) Vrije Universiteit
Desmet, Ilse Belgium
1287
LESS IS MORE

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Behaviour disorders
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 5

De Muer, Willem (1); Jacobs, Christel (1)
(1) Zorggroep Multiversum

Desmet, Ilse Belgium
1286
THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED PATIENT WITH A HISTORY BEHIND BARS

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Legal issues
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 6

Van Ham, Cornelia (1); Desmet, Ilse (1)
(1) Zorggroep Multiversum

Dolado, Ana Spain
1235
DI-EM DAY CARE CENTRE: BEHAVIOUR AND MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY. INTERVENTION

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 2

Dolado Contreras, Ana (1); López Palomo, Jorge (1)
(1) Centro de día DIEM. Fundación A LA PAR

Edwards, Stephen Australia
1232
PREDICTING THE CAPACITY TO SELF-REPORT SYMPTOMS AND COGNITIONS AMONGST ADULTS WITH LOW ABILITY
INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 6

Edwards, Stephen (1)
(1) Federation University

Fellinger, Johannes Austria
1204
QUALITY OF LIFE AND MENTAL HEALTH IN DEAF PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Quality of life
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 5

Holzinger, Daniel (1); Dall, Magdalena (1); Fellinger, Maria (1); Hamberger, Julia (1); Adl, Joachim (1); Gerich, Joachim (2)
(1) Konventhospital Barmherzige Brüder Linz, (2) Johannes Kepler Universität

Folch Mas, Annabel Spain
1149
RISK FACTORS AND TOPOGRAPHIES FOR SELF-INJURIOUS BEHAVIOUR IN A SAMPLE OF ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Behaviour disorders
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 5

Folch, Annabel (1); Martínez-Leal, Rafael (1); Cortés, Maria José (1)
(1) UNIVIDD - FUNDACIÓ VILLABLANCA

Folch Mas, Annabel Spain
1148
HEALTH INDICATORS IN INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS: THE KEY FINDINGS OF THE POMONA-ESP PROJECT

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Physical health / health inequalities
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 10
Folch, Annabel (1); Martínez-Leal, Rafael (1); Cortés, Maria José (1)  
(1) UNIVIDD - Fundació Villablanca

Hamers, Pauline Netherlands  
1146  
BRIGHT LIGHT THERAPY FOR ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES AND DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA  
Mental health assessment / treatment  
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 6

Hamers, Pauline (1); Festen, Dederieke (2); Hermans, Heidi (1)  
(1) Intellectual Disability Medicine, Department of General Practice, Erasmus University Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands and Aamarant, Healthcare organization for people with intellectual disabilities, Tilburg, the Netherlands, (2) Intellectual Disability Medicine, Department of General Practice, Erasmus University Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands and Ipse de Bruggen, Healthcare organization for people with intellectual disabilities, Zoetermeer, the Netherlands

Happ, Christian Luxembourg  
1263  
OBSERVED AROUND THE CLOCK - A NEW CONCEPT TARGETING PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES AND BEHAVIOURAL PROBLEMS IN A SITUATION OF CRISIS UNDER INVESTIGATION

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA  
Behaviour disorders  
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 5

Happ, Christian (1); Mersch, Laurent (1)  
(1) Yolande a.s.b.l.

Helverschou, Sissel Berge Norway  
1164  
THE AUP MULTI-CENTRE STUDY; A CLINICAL STUDY ON AUTISM, INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY AND PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS; OUTCOME, DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGES AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Autism
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 4

Helverschou, Sissel Berge (1); Kildahl, Arvid Nikolai (2); Ludvigsen, Linn Beate (3)
(1) Nevsom- Norwegian Centre of Expertise for Neurodevelopmental Disorders and Hypersonmias, Oslo University Hospital, (2) Regional section mental health, intellectual disabilities/autism, Oslo Univeristy Hospital, (3) Section of Intellectual disability and Autism, Vestre Viken Hospital Trust

Hernandez, Mercedes Spain
1230
POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER, SYMPTOMS AND ASSESSMENT IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 6

Nuñez-Polo, Mercedes H (1); Dolado, Ana (1); González, M Cruz (1); Alonso-Rodríguez, María-Concepción (2); Gómez-Pulido, José M (3); Lorenzo-Llamas, Elena M (4); Martorell, Almudena (1)

Herps, Marjolein Netherlands
1241
PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT AND BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS FOR IDENTIFYING RESEARCH PRIORITIES IN LONG-TERM CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Research and epidemiology
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 2

Herps, Marjolein (1); Breman, Rianne (1); Wieringa, Annemieke (1); Van Wijk, Elize (1); Kwint, Karlijn (1)
(1) Vilans
Inderberg, Ann Magritt Norway
1187
AUTISM, INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES AND ADDITIONAL PSYCHOSIS, AND ASSOCIATION WITH GROUPS THAT SPREAD VIOLENT IDEOLOGIES. SHORT COMMUNICATION.

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 6

Solheim Inderberg, Ann Magritt (1); Bakken, Trine Lise (1)
(1) Oslo University Hospital

Jonker, Josien Netherlands
1171
PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG PRESCRIPTION IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY (ID): IT IS NOT JUST A MATTER FOR DOCTORS

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 10

Jonker, Josien (1); De Kuijper, Gerda (1); Sheehan, Rory (2)
(1) GGZ Drenthe Mental Health Institute, Department Centre for Intellectual Disabilities and Mental Health, Assen, (2) Division of Psychiatry, University College London

Kluvers, Dieuwke Netherlands
1269
ADAPTING A REGULAR MINDFULNESS INTERVENTION FOR PERSONS WITH A MODERATE OR MILD INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Psychological assessment and therapies
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 7

Kluvers, Dieuwke (2); Hokke, Hannelies (3); Huijsmans, Kim (2); Wouda, Mirjam (2); Sterkenburg, Paula (1)
(1) Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, (2) Ons Tweede Thuis, (3) Bartimèus
Korving, Helen Netherlands
1193
PAIN IN PERSONS WITH SEVERE INTELLECTUAL AND MOTOR DISABILITY

ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSIONS
Physical health / health inequalities
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Auditorium

Korving, Helen (1); Van Der Putten, Annette (2); Poppes, Petra (3); Colijn, Sara (4); Sterkenburg, Paula (1)
(1) Free University Amsterdam, (2) University of Groningen, (3) ‘s Heerenloo, (4) Ons Tweede Thuis

Leitch, Sarah UK
1231
USING POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT AND ACTIVE SUPPORT TO PROMOTE QUALITY OF LIFE AND WELLBEING AND REDUCE THE USE OF RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES - CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Quality of life
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 3

Leitch, Sarah (1); Macdonald, Anne (1); Jones, Edwin (1)
(1) BILD, (2) The Richmond Fellowship (Scotland), (3) ABMU

McConkey, Roy UK
1157
A TRANSNATIONAL STUDY OF PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Inclusion, society and community
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 6

McConkey, Roy (1); Slater, Paul (1); Smith, Ashlyn (2); Dubois, Lindsay (2)
(1) Ulster University, N. Ireland, UK, (2) Special Olympics International, Washington DC
Meys, Evy Belgium
1156
STRENGTHENING SOCIAL RELATIONS OF ADULTS WITH A DISABILITY LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF INTERVENTIONS.

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Inclusion, society and community
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 6

Meys, Evy (1); Maes, Bea (1); Hermans, Koen (1)
(1) KULeuven

Morisse, Filip Belgium
1289
PRACTICE BASED EVIDENCE: THE RICHNESS OF CASE-STUDIES.

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Development and developmental disorders
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 8

Morisse, Filip (1); De Neve, Leen (2); Claes, Lien (3); Vignero, Gerrit (4); Ronse, Els (5)
(1) Psychiatric Centre Dr. Guislain, Ghent and University College Ghent, Belgium, (2) Psychiatric Centre Dr. Guislain, Ghent, Belgium, (3) Mobile team Ampel-WINGG, Belgium, (4) MFC Ter Bank, Leuven, Belgium, (5) Psysense, Belgium

Olivier-Pijpers, Vanessa Netherlands
1169
CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR - IT’S A PUZZLE

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 8

Olivier-Pijpers, Vanessa (1); Van Der Vinne, Janita (1); Klaver, Klaartje (1); Jansen, Anouschka (1); Zwaanswijk, Andrea (1)
(1) Centre for Consultation and Expertise Netherlands
Pelleboer, Hannah Netherlands
1240
STIGMA RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY: A SYSTEMATIC SCOPING REVIEW ON THE PERSPECTIVE OF SUPPORT STAFF

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 2

Pelleboer-Gunnink, Hannah (2); Van Oorsouw, Wietske (1); Van Weeghel, Jaap (1); Embregts, Petri (1)
(1) Department of Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Tilburg University, The Netherlands, (2) Dichterbij Innovation and Science, Gennep, The Netherlands, (3) Phrenos Centre of Expertise, Utrecht, The Netherlands, (4) Parnassia Group, Dijk en Duin Mental Health Centre, Castricum, The Netherlands

Peña Salazar, Carlos Spain
1183
INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED OFFENDERS IN PRISON

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Legal issues
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Auditorium

Tort Herrando, Vicenç (1)
(1) Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Deu

Peña Salazar, Carlos Spain
1176
EXPLORATION AND EVOLUTION OF THE BEHAVIORAL ALTERATIONS AND ABILITIES OF ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES AND MENTAL DISORDERS IN A SPECIALIZED HOSPITALIZATION UNIT

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Auditorium

Kazah Soneyra, Natalia (1); Baena Valls, Josep (1); Martinez Gomez, Javier (1); Sanchez Almendros, Rosa (1); Ruiz Montero, Esther (1); Molina, Lorena (1); Navarro, Marina (1); Caballero, Lidia (1); Peña Salazar, Carlos (1)
(1) Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu - UHEDI - Hospitalization Unit for people with ID and MH diagnoses
Peña Salazar, Carlos Spain
1211
INTRODUCTION TO SYMPOSIUM: PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS AND CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES. FAMILY IMPACT AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS.

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Auditorium

Peña Salazar, Carlos (1); Kazah, Natalia (1); Irazabal, Marcia (1); Tort, Vicenc (1)

Peña Salazar, Carlos Spain
1179
FAMILY IMPACT OF THE CAREGIVERS OF PEOPLE WITH MENTAL DISORDERS AND INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY, AND THEIR EXPERIENCES OF THE RESPITE SERVICE IN THE COMMUNITY.

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Families
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Auditorium

Irázabal Giménez, Marcia (1)
(1) PARC SANITARI SANT JOAN DE DEU - BARCELONA

Peña Salazar, Carlos Spain
1175
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR AND COMORBID PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY AND AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS.

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Autism
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Auditorium

Peña-Salazar, Carlos (1); Arrufat Nebot, Francesc (2); Fontanet, Abel (4); Más, Silvia (4); Roura-Poch, Pere (3); Santos López, Josep Manel (3)
(1) Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu. Mental health and intellectual disability department. Sant Boi de Llobregat, Barcelona, (2) Psychiatric institute Pere Mata, Reus, Tarragona, (3) Vic Hospital Consortium, Vic, Barcelona, (4) Foundation for people with intellectual disabilities Sant Tomàs, Vic, Barcelona
Rittmannsberger, Doris Austria
1178
THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN CHALLENGING BEHAVIOR AND SYMPTOMS OF TRAUMA SEQUELAE IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 5

Rittmansberger, Doris (1); Yanagida, Takuya (1); Weber, Germain (1); Lueger-Schuster, Brigitte (1)
(1) Faculty of Psychology, University of Vienna

Rodríguez, Emili Spain
1234
MEMORY IMPAIRMENT SCREEN FOR SPANISH SPEAKING ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES (MIS-ID).

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Diagnosis and assessment
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 2

Rodríguez, Emili (1); Esteba, Susanna (1); Buxó, Maria (2); García, Javier (3); Novell, Ramón (1)
(1) Specialized Service in Mental Health and Intellectual Disability, Institute of Health Assistance, Parc Hospitalari Martí i Julià, Girona, Catalonia, Spain, (2) Neurodevelopmental group [Girona Biomedical Research Institute]-IDIBGI, Institute of Health Assistance (IAS), Parc Hospitalari Martí i Julià, Salt Catalonia, Spain, (3) Departamento de Psicología Evolutiva y de la Educación. Facultad de Educación. Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain.

Rossi, Michele Italy
1278
THE DIAGNOSTIC BOUNDARY BETWEEN INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY AND AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Diagnosis and assessment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 5
Rossi, Michele (1); Vannucchi, Giulia (2); Bianco, Annamaria (1); Bertelli, Marco (1)
(1) CREA (Research and Clinical Center), Fondazione San Sebastiano, Florence, Italy, (2) University of Florence, NEUROFARBA Department, Florence, Italy

Santambrogio, Jacopo Italy
1206
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY AND AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER MISDIAGNOSIS IN AN ITALIAN PSYCHIATRIC RESIDENTIAL FACILITY: RE-ASSESSMENT FOR A QUALITY OF LIFE DRIVEN MODEL OF CARE.

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Autism
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 3

Santambrogio, Jacopo (1); Vettori, Andrea (1); Barna, Eleonora (1); Santini, Maria Grazia (1); Maissen, Jessica (1); Giancontieri, Antonino (1); Bianco, Annamaria (2); Rossi, Michele (2); Bertelli, Marco O. (2); Cavalleri, Pietro R. (1)
(1) AS.FRA. Onlus Foundation, Vedano al Lambro, Italy, (2) CREA Research and Clinical Center, Fondazione San Sebastiano, Florence, Italy

Sappok, Tanja Germany
1246
PROVIDING ADEQUATE SERVICES AND CARE FOR PERSONS WITH ID AND CHALLENGING BEHAVIOURS

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 8

Sappok, Tanja (1); Bienstein, Pia (2); Franke, Miriam (1); Steinhart, Ingmar (3); Courtney, Ken (4)
(1) Berlin Center for Mental Health in developmentl disabilities Evangelisches Krankenhaus König Elisabeth Herzberge gGmbH Herzbergstraße 79, 10365 Berlin, Germany, (2) University Dortmund, Faculty of Rehabilitation Science, Department of Rehabilitation and Education in intellectual Disability , (3) von Bodelschwingh Foundation Bethel, member of the Board of Management, (4) Community Services for people with Intellectual Disability and Challenging Behaviour in the UK
STAFF TRAINING PROGRAMS TO FOSTER MENTAL HEALTH AND TO REDUCE PSYCHOTROPIC MEDICATION IN PERSONS WITH IDD

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support

Sappok, Tanja (1); Morisse, Filip (2); Conty, Marieke (3); Barrett, Brian Fergus (4); Weber, Germain (5)
(1) Berlin Center for Mental Health in developmental disabilities Evangelisches Krankenhaus Königin Elisabeth Herzberge gGmbH Herzbergstraße 79, 10365 Berlin, Germany, (2) Psychiatric Centre Dr. Guislain, Ghent and University College Ghent, Belgium, (3) von Bodelschwinghsche Stiftungen Bethel, Bethel.regional, Bielefeld, Germany, (4) Liebenau Clinics, Germany; Catholic University of Freiburg, Germany, (5) University of Vienna, Austria

ASSESSMENT OF DEMENTIA AND CARE FOR AFFECTED PERSONS WITH ID

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Ageing
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 8

Sappok, Tanja (1); Kruse, Björn (1); Tarasova, Daria (1); Weber, Germain (2)
(1) Berlin Center for Mental Health in Developmental Disabilities, Ev. Krankenhaus Königin Elisabeth Herzberge, Berlin, Germany, (2) University of Vienna, Austria

SUPPORTING MENTAL HEALTH IN PERSONS WITH ID AND ASD

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Autism
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 10
Sappok, Tanja (1); Chaplin, Eddie (2); Bergmann, Thomas (1); Bertelli, Marco O. (3)
(1) Berlin Center for Mental Health in Developmental Disabilities Evangelisches
Krankenhaus Königin Elisabeth Herzberge, Berlin, Germany 2 Free University, Berlin,
Germany, (2) London South Bank University, London, Great Britain, (3) CREA (Clinical
and Research Centre), San Sebastiano Foundation, Florence, Italy

Scharloo, Aafke Netherlands
1172
PSYCHOLOGICAL FIRST AID FOR PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES
AFTER SEXUAL ABUSE

CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIA
Vulnerability and safeguarding
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 9

Scharloo, Aafke (1); Spijker, Martine (1); Ebbers, Simone (1)
(1) Self employed clinical psychologist The Hague, (2) Self employed GZ Psychologist
and trauma therapist Zwolle, (3) Self employed GZ psychologist and trauma therapist
Enschede

Schepens, Hadewych Belgium
1168
SUPPORT STRATEGIES THAT CAN ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF ELDERLY
PEOPLE WITH DEMENTIA AND INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Ageing
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 2

Schepens, Hadewych (1); Destenay, Sandy (1); Vanpuyenbroeck, Joris (2); Maes,
Bea (1)
(1) KU Leuven, Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences, Research Unit Parenting
and Special Education, (2) Odisee, Campus Brussels

Scherer, Nathaniel UK
1209
IMPROVING HEALTHCARE FOR CHILDREN WITH DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES - FREE ONLINE COURSE
**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA**

**Development and developmental disorders**
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 4

*Scherer, Nathaniel (1); Kuper, Hannah (1); Shakespeare, Tom (1); Sepúlveda Köptcke, Luciana (2); Rezende, Maria (2)*
(1) London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), (2) Fundação Oswaldo Cruz (FIOCRUZ)

**Scuticchio, Daniela Italy**
1276

**EVALUATION AND INCREASE OF HAPPINESS INDICATORS IN PEOPLE WITH PROFOUND INTELLECTUAL AND MULTIPLE DISABILITIES**

**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA**

**Wellbeing**
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 5

*Scuticchio, Daniela (1); Bianco, Annamaria (1); Cavagnola, Roberto (2)*
(1) CREA (Research and Clinical Centre), Fondazione San Sebastiano della Misericordia di Firenze, Florence (Italy), (2) Fondazione Istituto Ospedaliero di Sospiro Onlus, Sospiro, Cremona (Italy)

**Scuticchio, Daniela Italy**
1277

**RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPECIFIC COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS AND PSYCHIATRIC VULNERABILITY IN DISORDERS OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT**

**INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA**

**Diagnosis and assessment**
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 5

*Scuticchio, Daniela (1); Bianco, Annamaria (1); Rossi, Michele (1); Piva Merli, Micaela (1); Bertelli, Marco O. (1)*
(1) CREA (Research and Clinical Centre), Fondazione San Sebastiano della Misericordia di Firenze, Florence (Italy)
Sheehan, Rory UK
1268

OPTIMISING PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG USE FOR PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY USING STRUCTURED ONLINE MEDICATION REVIEW

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 14:45–16:15, Room 6

Sheehan, Rory (1); Santosh, Paramala (2); Morant, Nicola (1); Marston, Louise (1); Strydom, Andre (2); Hassiotis, Angela (1)
(1) Division of Psychiatry, University College London, London, UK, (2) Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience, King’s College London, London, UK

Søndenaa, Erik Norway
1185

PRISONERS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Legal issues
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 7

Søndenaa, Erik (1); Johnsen, Berit (2); Storhaug, Birgitte (2); Friestad, Christine (3)
(1) Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), (2) Correctional College for Prison Staff (KRUS), (3) Oslo University Hospital (OUS)

Sterkenburg, Paula Netherlands
1266

THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS AIMED AT EXAMINING THE NEEDS OF PERSONS WITH AN INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 10
Sterkenburg, Paula (1); Bergmann, Thomas (2); Doodeman, Tanja (3); Morisse, Filip (4); Sappok, Tanja (4)
(1) Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Clinical Child and Family Studies & Amsterdam Public Amsterdam & Bartiméus, the Netherlands, (2) Ev. Krankenhaus Königin Elisabeth Herzberge, Berlin Center for Mental Health in People with Developmental Disorders, Berlin, Germany, (3) Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Clinical Child and Family Studies & Amsterdam Public Amsterdam, (4) Psychiatric Centre Dr. Guislain, Ghent and University College Ghent, Belgium

Sterkenburg, Paula Netherlands
1265
COMPASSION FOCUSED THERAPY (CFT) FOR PERSONS WITH A VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND A MODERATE OR MILD INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY: PILOT STUDY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Mental health assessment / treatment
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 6

Hokke, Hannelies (1); Zoutenbier, Yeshe (1); Sterkenburg, Paula (2)
(1) Bartiméus, the Netherlands, (2) Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Clinical Child and Family Studies & Amsterdam Public Health, Amsterdam, the Netherlands & Bartiméus, the Netherlands

Trabelsi, Ruwani UK
1224
ADDRESSING SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH

CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIA
Quality of life
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 9

Trabelsi, Ruwani (1); Marshall-Tate, Karina (1); Chaplin, Eddie (2); Hardy, Steve (3)
(1) South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, (2) South bank University, (3) Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust
Van Loock, Katrijn Belgium
1227
**SELF DETERMINATION: A DAILY CHALLENGE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL CARE PROVIDER**

*INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA*
Empowerment and independence
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 6

Van Loock, Katrijn (1); Soetewey, Lotje (1)
(1) DVC 't Zwart Goor

Van Ool, Jans Netherlands
1195
**MOOD, ANXIETY, AND PERCEIVED QUALITY OF LIFE IN ADULTS WITH EPILEPSY AND INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY**

*INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA*
Physical health / health inequalities
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 10

Snoeijen-Schouwenaars, Francesca (1); Van Ool, Jans (1); Tan, In (1); Aldenkamp, Albert (1); Schelhaas, Helenius (1); Hendriksen, Jos (1)
(1) Kempenhaeghe Epilepsy Center, Heeze, The Netherlands

Van Turnhout, Tinne Belgium
1271
**FROM RISK ASSESSMENT TO RISK MANAGEMENT: MANAGING RISKS IN A MEDIUM SECURE FORENSIC UNIT BASED ON THE PRINCIPLES OF THE GOOD LIVES MODEL**

*SOLICITED SYMPOSIA*
Legal issues
24-05-2019 14:45–16:30, Room 9

Van Turnhout, Tinne (1); Devue, Annelies (1)
(1) UPC Sint Kamillus Bierbeek
Van Vliet, Corine Netherlands
1197
TAILORING TREATMENT FOR YOUTH WITH MID: JOINTLY AND JOYFULLY WORKING WITH FAMILIES AND THEIR COMMUNITIES, THE BANJAARD APPROACH

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Psychological assessment and therapies
24-05-2019 10:30–11:15, Room 5

Van Vliet, Corine (1); Van Der Meij, Dorine (1); Van Ooijen, Nadine (1); Dekker, Clarie (1); Sauter, Floor (1)
(1) De Banjaard/Youz, PG groep, The Netherlands.

Van Wingerden, Evelien Netherlands
1223
THE EFFICACY OF M-LEARNING “HISENSE APP-ID” FOR CAREGIVERS OF PERSONS WITH MILD TO MODERATE INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 2

Van Wingerden, Evelien (1); Wouda, Mirjam (2); Sterkenburg, Paula (3)
(1) VU Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, (2) Ons Tweede Thuis, Amstelveen, The Netherlands, (3) Bartiméus, Doorn, The Netherlands

Vangansbeke, Trees Belgium
1196
AMPEL: A UNIQUE MOBILE PROJECT ABOUT THE RIGHT TO MENTAL HEALTH FOR PERSONS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES IN THE FLEMISH PART OF BELGIUM. MOBILISING ENERGY TO REDISCOVER THE PERSON BEHIND THE LABEL/DIAGNOSIS.

SOLICITED SYMPOSIA
Inclusion, society and community
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Auditorium

Morisse, Tine (1); De Windt, Eveline (1); Van Tuyckom, Jana (1); Claes, Lien (1)
(1) CGG Prisma, Ampel & Ampel WINGG
Vannucchi, Giulia Italy

1275

**BEHAVIOURAL EQUIVALENTS OF MANIA IN INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED ADULTS**

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Diagnosis and assessment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 5

Vannucchi, Giulia (1); Rossi, Michele (1); Bertelli, Marco O. (1)
(1) CREA - Clinical and Research Center of San Sebastiano Foundation

Vannucchi, Giulia Italy

1274

**PSYCHIATRIC COMORBIDITY IN ADULTS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY: COMPARISON OF RATES ACCORDING TO THE CO-OCCURRENCE OF AUTISTIC SPECTRUM TRAITS**

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Diagnosis and assessment
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 5

Vannucchi, Giulia (1); Rossi, Michele (1); Bertelli, Marco O. (1)
(1) CREA - Research and Clinical Center of San Sebastiano Foundation

Vanroye, Erwin Belgium

1174

**THE H-OPP© AS A STANDARD FOR PROFESSIONAL REASONING FROM ICF PERSPECTIVE IN WORKING WITH PEOPLE WITH DOUBLE DIAGNOSIS (IN THE INTERREG V-A EMR MOBI-PROJECT).**

CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIA
Inclusion, society and community
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 4
QUALITY OF LIFE IN YOUNG PWID COURSING AN INCLUSIVE SOCIAL LABOR-TRAINING PROGRAM

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Quality of life
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 5

APPROACHING SEXUALITY IN PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY (PWID).
A HOLISTIC PROPOSAL

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Relationships
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 5
Vignero, Gerrit Belgium
1256
"THE WIRE" ("DE DRAAD") : A METAPHOR FOR WORKING ON EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS.

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Models of care and support
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 6

Vignero, Gerrit (1)
(1) de draad

Wehmeyer, Meike Germany
1228
PREVENTING AND COPING WITH AGGRESSIVE INCIDENTS IN ADULTS WITH ID AND CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR AND THEIR MULTI-SYSTEMIC CARER NETWORK. RESULTS OF A QUALITATIVE LONG-TERM STUDY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Families
25-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 5

Wehmeyer, Meike (1); Gaese, Franziska (2); Nagy, Ede (1); Schweitzer-Rothers, Jochen (1)
(1) Heidelberg University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany, (2) Isar-Amper-Klinikum (kbo), München-Ost, Germany

Werner, Natalie Germany
1280
OPERANT FUNCTIONS OF SELF-INJURIOUS BEHAVIORS IN ADULTS WITH AUTISM AND INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Autism
24-05-2019 11:15–12:45, Room 3

Werner, Natalie (1); Bienstein, Pia (1)
(1) Technische Universität Dortmund
Woittiez, Isolde Netherlands
1261
DIGITALISATION, COMPLEXITY AND INCLUSION

INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS WITHIN FREE SYMPOSIA
Inclusion, society and community
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 6

Woittiez, Isolde (1); Eggink, Evelien (1); Putman, Lisa (1); Ras, Michiel (1)
(1) Netherlands Institute for Social Research

Wood, Alicia UK
1198
MY GP AND ME: STOPPING OVER MEDICATION OF PEOPLE WITH A LEARNING DISABILITY AND/OR AUTISM

CO-PRODUCTIVE SYMPOSIA
Physical health / health inequalities
24-05-2019 16:30–18:00, Room 3

Hollins, Professor The Baroness Sheila (1); Banks, Doctor Roger (1); Smith, Mr Jordan (2); Robinson, Mr David (2); Wood, Ms Alicia (2)
(1) Beyond Words, (2) Dimensions
Social Program / Congress Dinner
(for delegates who have pre-booked)

24 MAY 2019, 21:00

Restaurant 1881 per SAGARDI
Museu d’Història de Catalunya
Palau de Mar, Plaça Pau Vila, 3 (4a planta)
08039 Barcelona

www.gruposagardi.com/restaurante/1881-per-sagardi
Awards

POSTER AWARD

Authors presenting a poster at the Congress will have the chance to discuss methods and results with experienced researchers. The Kenneth Day Award will be given to the best three posters as judged by members of the joint congress Scientific Committees. Posters will be judged on the basis of excellence in communication, research, relevance and contribution to the theme of the Congress and the goals of the Association.

DISSERTATION AWARD

For outstanding contributions to the field, dissertations defended between June 2017 and May 2019 can be nominated for the Mental Health and Intellectual Disability Dissertation Award.

ACCREDITATION

12th Congress of the European Association for Mental Health in Intellectual Disability, Barcelona, Spain, 23/05/2019-25/05/2019 has been granted 15 European CME credits (ECMEC®s) by the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME®).
Palau de Congressos de Barcelona
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ROOMS 1 and 2
AUDITORIUM
Halls and open areas
Enclosed rooms
Elevators
Restrooms
Catering outlet
Become a member of EAMHID

- Reduced fee to the European Congress
- Receive The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research which is devoted exclusively to the scientific study of intellectual disability and publishes papers reporting original observations in this field
- Access to a European network of highly qualified professionals and researchers

**INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP** 85€/year  
**COMPANY MEMBERSHIP** 400€/year

**ACCOUNT** EAMHID  
**IBAN** BE47 7390 1226 8780  
**SWIFT CODE** KREDBEBB  
(specifying Membership 2019 and your name)